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We examine the issue of weak and strong fairness in the framework of Milner’s 
CCS Our approach is operational. We address the problem of giving sets of linite 
rules for generating all and only the admissible execution sequences when fairness is 
assumed. We achieve our aims by detining two calculi, one for weak and the other 
for strong fairness. Both calculi are extensions of standard CCS. In neither case do 
we appeal to random assignment or to transformations. A distinguishing feature of 
the weak fair calculus, unlike standard approaches which appeal to random 
assignment, is that it does not involve predictive choice. c’ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is desirable that models of parallel systems imply nothing about the 
relative speeds of the concurrent subcomponents but also imply that each 
subcomponent always eventually proceeds (unless it has terminated) by 
executing its next atomic action. Such models reflect the principle of fair- 
ness (Park, 1980; Milner, 1982). Complications arise if a subcomponent 
cannot always proceed autonomously: other components may prevent it 
from proceeding or it may not be able to proceed without interacting. In 
such circumstances authors distinguish between weak and strong fairness 
(Park, 1981; Plotkin, 1982; Gabbay et ul., 1980). A weak fairness 
assumption implies that if a subcomponent can almost always proceed then 
eventually it must proceed while a strong fairness assumption implies that a 
subcomponent which can proceed inlinitely often does proceed inlinitely 
often. 
Fairness assumptions have been examined from disparate viewpoints. 
Examples include (Apt and Olderog, 1983; Gabbay et ul., 1980; Hennessey, 
1983; Milner, 1982; Owicki and Lamport, 1982; Park, 1980; Plotkin, 1982; 
Queille and Sifakis, 1983). Here, we are concerned with an operational 
approach, the problem of delining and generating the admissible execution 
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sequences of a concurrent language when weak or strong fairness is 
assumed. One general method, described, for instance, in Lehmann et aI. 
(1981), is to invoke two semantic levels. One level (the positive) prescribes 
the linite and inlinite execution sequences without assuming fairness while 
the other (the negative) lilters out the inadmissible ones. The lirst level is 
given via a set of generative rules, whereas the second is encoded as a 
delinition of admissible (or inadmissible) execution sequence. The 
inadmissible sequences generated by the rules are discounted. 
Entirely positive approaches have been proposed in (Apt and Olderog, 
1983; Plotkin, 1982; Park, 1981) which appeal to random assignment. Apt 
and Olderog ( 1983) and Park ( 1981) consider a language involving guar- 
ded commands. Their approach uses fair transformations involving random 
assignment for both weak and strong fairness. A more direct approach is 
offered in (Plotkin, 1982) for a concurrent while language (where there is 
no distinction between weak and strong fairness). Plotkin’s rules for 
generating just the admissible sequences depend upon a set of auxiliary 
parallel operators I”, [n for n g N. Technical problems occur when these 
approaches are extended to cover the language we consider in this paper, 
Milner’s CCS (Milner, 1980). Moreover, the use of random assignment for 
capturing fairness assumptions is more a simulation than a description 
because it involves predictive choice (Milner, 1981). (This may have 
unforeseen consequences, see Costa and Stirling, 1983.) 
In this paper we offer an alternative positive approach for Milner’s CCS. 
We detine the notions of weak-admissible and strong-admissible CCS 
execution sequence. To do this we make use of a labelled CCS syntax. We 
show that the weak-admissible execution sequences (the admissible sequen- 
ces assuming weak fairness) can be generated by a finite set of rules which 
do not, unlike random assignment approaches, involve predictive choice. 
This is because weak-admissibility can be “locally” characterized. However, 
this is not the case for strong-admissibility. Consequently, although we 
show that strong-admissible sequences can be generated by a finite set of 
rules which do not use random assignment, predictive choice is involved. In 
both cases, the rules include the standard CCS rules. The results presented 
here extend our rules (Costa and Stirling, 1983), where we offered fair rules 
for a subset of CCS where there is no distinction between weak and strong 
fairness. These rules did not involve predictive choice either. 
Familiarity with CCS is not required. In Section 1 we describe Milner’s 
CCS and in Section 2 we consider informally how the issue of fairness 
arises in this calculus. In Section 3 we deline weak and strong-admissibility. 
Section 4 examines the random assignment methods for generating 
admissible sequences. In Sections 5 and 6 we offer rules for weak and 
strong fair CCS, rules which generate just the admissible sequences. In Sec- 
tion 7 we show that, unlike the strong fair calculus, the weak fair calculus 
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does not involve predictive choice. Proofs of the results together with more 
details, particularly of the labelling, are given in Sections 8 and 9. 
1. ccs 
Milner’s CCS is a calculus whose closed expre.rGo@s stand for processes 
(Milner, 1980). The meaning of a process is given in terms of its behaviour 
which is determined by the rules of the calculus. Let Act = A u 2 be a set of 
atomic actions, where 2 is a set of co-actions disjoint from A 
and in bijection with it. The bijection is -: ki E 2 stands for the co-action 
of a E A. Using -for the inverse means that a is also the co-action of 2. The 
calculus allows synchronization of co-actions which is represented by r, a 
silent or internal action, Let Move = Act u {r} and let a, b, c range over 
Act, m, n over Move, and let X, Y, Z be process variables. The syntax of 
CCS (without value passing and renaming) is 
NIL is the nullary process which does nothing; + represents nondeter- 
ministic choice; 1, concurrency; fix, recursion; and \a represents restriction 
(prevention) of a and ti actions. A restriction on the language is that in the 
expression fix X.E X is guarded in E; that is, every free occurrence of X in E 
is within a subexpression mF of E. (An occurrence of X is free if it is not 
within the scope of fix X.) 
We assume that the operation of prelixing nz, m E Move, has precedence 
over the other operations: for instance, a NIL[(bc NIL + NIL) is equivalent 
to (a NIL)i((b(c NIL)) + NIL). 
The behaviour of a process E is determined by the following rules where 
E--+‘“F means process E becomes F by performing the move m: 
Move 
4-R 
i iX 
Res 
mE-% E 
E-+mE f--+“‘F 
E+ F-+m E +L E+F--+mF 
E[fix X,E/X] -+“‘E’ 
lix X.E--+m E’ ’ 
where [. \. ] denotes substitution 
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Three points are worth mentioning. First, situations arise where the + 
rules do not allow choice: (uE+ bF)\b can only become E by performing ,Z 
because the restriction \b prevents the subprocess bF acting. Second, the 1 
rules do not, in general, compel synchronization: aE/tiF can perform Q or 
can perform 5 as well as r. On the other hand, (uE~tiF)\a can only perform 
r because of the restriction. Third, the number of concurrent subprocesses 
may increase as moves are performed: the process E = fix X(uX[bX) 
becomes E[bE after performing a. 
A derivation is any linite or inlinite sequence of the form 
& w,moE, --.,‘W . An execution sequence is a maximal derivation: if it is 
linite its last term will be unable to make a move. We let /z, k range over 
linite non-empty sequences of moves. If EO --+mo El -+m’ ... --P” En+ l we 
use E,,-+h Em+ ,, where h = nz,,tn,...m,, as an abbreviation. Two example 
derivations are 
i. (u NIL + 6~ NIL)lb(a NIL)\u -+r r NIL[(u NIL)\a 
-jr NILi(u NIL)\a 
ii. (fix X.uA’)~b NIL --+U (lix X.aX)lb NIL -jh (Iix X.aX)lNIL 
--+” (fox X.&‘)jNIL 
The lirst of these is also an execution sequence. 
We have offered Milner’s CCS without value passing and renaming. 
These features are omitted merely for convenience because our concern is 
with the issue of fairness in CCS: they can be dealt with within the 
framework we develop. For a full discussion of CCS see (Milner, 1980). 
2. FAIRNESS AND CCS: SETTING THE SCENE 
Fairness imposes the constraint that concurrent subprocesses always 
eventually proceed unless they are deadlocked or have terminated. Such a 
constraint will affect the behaviour of processes. Consider, for instance, the 
process El F where E = fix X.aX and F= lix Y.bY. The fairness constraint 
precludes the following CCS execution sequence: 
The subcomponent F is always able to contribute a move to the overall 
behaviour but never does. Fairness, therefore, rules out this sequence as 
inadmissible. (On the other hand, G -+u G --+‘. . --+” G ---+a.. . , where 
G = fix .Y(&‘+ bX) is admissible because G has no concurrent subcom- 
ponents.) More generally, any execution sequence from E[F involving only 
a tinite number of b moves or u moves is inadmissible; hence, the sequence 
of actions in any ,admissible sequence belongs to the fair merge of uU and 
bCO. 
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Fairness constraints, by ruling out execution sequences, affect liveness 
properties (Owicki and Lamport, 1982; Park, 1981). The process 
((lix X,(uX+ b NIL))16 NIL)\b always eventually terminates (becomes 
(NILjNIL)\b) when fairness is assumed because its sole infinitary 
behaviour is inadmissible; the subcomponent 6NIL must eventually 
proceed since it can always contribute to a synchronization and in so doing 
forces termination of the other subprocess lix X.(uX+ b NIL). 
Occurences of the restriction operator may prevent concurrent sub- 
processes from proceeding autonomously; instead, like 6NIL above, they 
may only proceed by synchronizing. This means that different notions of 
fairness are distinguishable. The subcomponent 6 NIL in E = (Fl6 NIL)\b, 
where F= lix X.a(cX+ b NIL) has no partner to synchronize with and so is 
‘6deadlocked.” The “deadlock” is, however, only temporary; once E 
performs a move a partner is available, since E--da G where 
G= ((cF+ b NIL)isNIL)\b. The question arises as to whether the follow- 
ing execution sequence is admissible: 
The solution is to distinguish between weak and strong fairness (Park, 
1981; Plotkin, 1982); the weak fairness constraint states that if a subcom- 
ponent can almost dways proceed then eventually it must do so while the 
strong fairness constraint states that if a subcomponent can proceed 
infinite/y often then it must proceed inlinitely often. The sequence above is 
admissible under the weak but not the strong constraint. 
We view fairness as an issue to do with concurrent subcomponents. A 
standard alternative is to view it in terms of possible events (Plotkin, 1982). 
A natural notion of a possible event for CCS is an immediately possible 
atomic action instance; an atomic action instance is immediately possible 
in the process E if E can immediately perform it autonomously or within a 
synchronization. An inlinite execution sequence can then be said to be 
admissible under weak (strong) fairness just in case no possible event 
remains almost always (inlinitely often) possible. This is, in effect, the 
delinition we offered in (Costa and Stirling, 1983) for CCS without restric- 
tion However, when restriction is in the language, this delinition of weak 
fairness is different from the definition in terms of concurrent subcom- 
ponents. (The two delinitions of strong fairness coincide.) Consider the 
following example execution sequence where E = fix X.( c( cX+ ii NIL) + 
6 NIL) and F= u NIL + b NIL: 
(E/F)\a\b-5 ((cE+iiNIL)jF)\u\b-L (EiF)\a\b-L . . . . 
F can always contribute to the overall behaviour by synchronizing but 
never does. In contrast, no event in F remains almost always possible. 
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Initially the event b is possible whereas a is not; but once c is performed b 
loses its possibility and Q becomes possible. This swapping of possibilities 
coniinues throughout the execution sequence. With respect to subprocesses, 
but not events, this sequence is inadmissible. A reconciliation could be 
possible if a more complex notion of possible ‘event is definable. However, 
we have not pursued this possibility. Instead, reflecting our view of fairness, 
we define it in terms of subprocesses (and therefore count the above 
sequence as inadmissible). 
3. PROCESS FAIRNESS DEFINED 
A formal definition of the two fairness constraints, weak and strong, is 
now offered in terms of admissible execution sequences. As a means to this 
end we make use of a labelled CCS syntax. This allows us to use labels 
to represent concurrent subprocesses. A further reason for labelling is 
exemplilied by the following execution sequence where E = fix X.bX 
This representation of an execution sequence does not tell us which sub- 
component performs each b move. Consequently, we cannot determine the 
admissibility of this sequence. A solution is to include the proof of each 
single length derivation in the delinition of an execution sequence; which E 
subprocess is actor at any point will then depend upon whether the 1R 
or IL CCS rule is used in the proof of E]E--+’ EIE. It is, however, less 
cumbersome to use labels instead to disambiguate. 
Labelled CCS 
The precise details of the labelled CCS syntax are given in Section 8. 
Here we point out the essential features. 
i. Labels are strings in { 1, 2} *. They are assigned systematically 
following the structure of CCS expressions. Due to recursion the labelling 
is, in part, dynamic: the rule for fix generates new labels. We use U, u, w,... 
to denote labels with E as the empty label. 
ii. All the CCS operators and variables are labelled in such a way 
that no label occurs more than once in an expression. We call this property 
unicity of labels. An example is 
((fix Jfh~~lll x1,1, +~~b~,*~~,*~))l~((~~~b~~~NIL~,~~)(\b)~), 
We assume here that the fix X binds both Xi,,, and Xill, ; that the restric- 
tion \b “binds” b*,, and that a,, , and &, are co-actions. 
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iii. We assume that the moves performed by labelled processes are 
not labelled. Hence, the move rule becomes 
The labels on restriction does not affect its powers of prevention: the Res 
rule therefore becomes 
In the lix rule standard substitution [. /. ] is replaced by a substitution 
operation which also changes the labels of the substituted expression: they 
are prelixed with the label of the variable occurrence they replace. For 
example, under the labelling fix X.aX is “equivalent” to an inlinite 
expression aUi az,2... a =,..., where each label uj occurs only once. 
Examples of derivations on labelled CCS are where 2 <n < 5 represents 
ll...l (n times): 
As these examples illustrate if E -+‘n P” then the 1abeIs in F are deter- 
mined by those in E and the unicity of labels is preserved. Central to the 
labelling is the persistence and disappearance of labels under derivation. If 
a label in ,!? recurs in F’ then it is either attached to the same symbol or to 
a variable X in r and a lix ,Y in F, Once a label disappears it can never 
reappear. It is these features which allow us to recognize when a subcom- 
ponent contributes to the performance of a move. In the second example 
above the disappearance of the label 3 (on a) shows that the left subcom- 
ponent contributes a move while the persistence of 12 shows that the right 
component remains inert. Similar remarks apply to the first example. 
Clearly, if R corresponds to the operation of removing labels then if 
E-drn F then R(E) --+“’ R(F) in unlabelled CC,% Conversely, if E -+m F 
in unlabelled CCS and R(E) = ,!? then for some F where R(F) =F’ 
E -+m F. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume the labelled calculus. However, 
whenever possible, labels will be left imp&it to keep the notation simple, 
Labelled Live Concurrent Subprocesses 
To capture the admissible execution sequences under fairness constraints 
we need to define the concurrent subprocesses. But more than this: we also 
need to know when a subprocess has terminated or is deadlocked. We say 
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that a concurrent subprocess is /iue if it can currently contribute to the per- 
formance of a move. Using labels we define below the set of he concurrent 
mbprocesses of a process. As a step towards this we deline lirst the set of 
concurrent subprocesses, P(E), of a process E irrespective of liveness. This 
we do inductively using labels: 
exu) = 0 P(NIL,,) = {uj 
P(?nuE) = {u} P(fix X.E) = P(E’p) = P(E) 
P(E+,,F) = @I 
if P(E) u P(F) # @ 
0 otherwise 
I’( E[F) = P(E) u P(F). 
The concurrent processes in E[F consist of those in E together with those 
in F. Note that we identify a subprocess by the label of its main combinator 
except in the case of \u (restriction) and lix X. Hence, P( ((Fi G) + U, bH)i 
CZ~~NIL) = {ul, u2}; that is, we let (FIG)+ bH be a single subprocess 
despite the presence of the parallel operator, 1, in it because + is its main 
combinator. Notice that we have a dynamic notion of subcomponent: if 
E = utiuu, NIL and E performs u then the resulting subcomponents do not 
include u. A simpler static notion of a subprocess is inadequate here 
because the number of subcomponents may grow without a linite limit 
under derivation+onsider, for instance, the behaviour of lix X.(aXlbX). 
We are interested in a subset of P(E), the set of live concurrent sub- 
processes in E. For instance, both subprocesses in (u NILlti NIL)\u are live 
because they can both contribute to a synchronization. On the other hand, 
there is only one live subcomponent, u, in (~~6” NILibY NIL)\b, where 
u, u, .v are appropriate labels, because of the restriction \b which prevents J 
from contributing a move. However, note that ~1 may become live: once the 
action u is performed, .v can synchronize with the new subcomponent u. 
Our definition of a live subprocess makes use of Act(E), an unlabelled set 
of actions in E which can happen autonomously: 
Act(X) = Act(NIL) = Act(rE) = 0 
Act(utiE) = {a} 
Act(lix X.E) = Act(E) 
Act(E+F)=Act(E[F)=Act(E)uAct(F) 
Act(Eju) = Act(E) - {u, G}. 
Note that Act(E) never includes r, the silent or synchronized move. 
A simple consequence of this definition is the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. a o Act(E) iff 3F.E-s F. 
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We now deline M’(E, A) to stand for the set of live concurrent sub- 
processes in E when the environment prevents the set of actions A 5 Act. - 
We let Act(E) be the set {ti: CXE Act(E)}; that is, the set of co-actions of 
Act(E): 
LP(Xu, A) = M’(NIL,,, ,4) = 0 
LP(mUE, A)= id 
ifm$A 
0 otherwise 
LP(fix X.E, A) = LP(E, A) 
LP(E+“F, A) = iuj 
if LP(E, A)uLP(F, A)#@ 
0 otherwise 
LP(qa, A)= LP(E, A u {a, 51) 
LP(EiF, A)= LP(E, A-Act(F))u LP(F, A-=(E)). 
The set A, in effect, represents the actions restricted upon. Thus, 
LP(aUE, {a}) will be empty because the action a is prevented. Restriction 
increases the prevented set: LP(qa, A) only includes subcomponents 
which are not prevented by A u {a, Z}. The possibility of synchronization 
reduces the prevention set. LP(EiF, A) includes subcomponents of E and of 
F which can synchronize with each other even though the individual syn- 
chronization partners may be prevented by A; for this to happen, there 
must be an a G Act(E) and an ti e Act(F). 
The set of live subprocesses in E is defined as LP(E, 0) which we 
abbreviate to LP(E). For example, where F= (aUgU, NILU1l[bw, NIL,,,r)\b, 
LP(F)= {u}. Th e o f 11 owing lemma shows that LP captures the required 
set. 
LEMMA 3.2. i. If u E P(E) - LP(E) and E--C” F then u E P(F). 
ii. Zf u E LP( E) then 3F, m( E -+“’ F and u $ P(F)). 
iii. If E--+m F then 3u e LP( E), u 6 P(F). 
The meaning of the lemma is illustrated with the example of F above: 
& = (NILtiri[NILw,,)\b {ull, iVl} 0 
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The notion of a subcomponent is dynamic: if a subcomponent contributes 
to a move then afterwards it no longer exists as shown by u in F and ~1, w 
in F,. Part i of the lemma, therefore, says that a non-live subcomponent 
must persist after the performance of a move: consider the component w in 
F. Consequently, a non-live subcomponent cannot currently contribute to a 
move. The second part of the lemma says that if a component is live then it 
can contribute to a move-this is true of ~1, w in F, . Thus LP at most cap- 
tures the live subprocesses of E. The final part of the lemma states that if a 
process performs a move then some subcomponent must contribute to 
it-this is illustrated by the performance of a by F and r by F,. Clearly, if 
LP(E) = @ then E cannot perform any move and vice versa. 
Given these detinitions we are now in a position to deline admissibility 
under fairness constraints. 
Defining Admissible CCS Execution Sequences Under Fairness Constraints 
Let y = EO -+mOE, -+“‘I... be a fmite or inlinite CCS execution sequence 
then we say that: 
DEFINITION 3.3. i. y is weak-admissible iff Vu Vi gk 2 i, u $ LP(Ek). 
ii. y is strong-admissible iff Vu gi Vk > i, u $ LJ’(Ek). 
Here weak-admissible (strong-admissible) means admissible under the 
weak (strong) fairness constraint. A sequence is weak-admissible just in 
case no subcomponent becomes live and then remains live throughout. A 
sequence is strong-admissible just in case no subcomponent is live inlinitely 
often. Notice that a component cannot be live infinitely often and proceed 
inlmitely often because of the dynamic labelling: as soon as a component 
contributes a move it “disappears.” If a sequence is strong-admissible then 
it is also weak-admissible. Clearly, any linite execution sequence is 
admissible in both senses because the Iinal process will have no live sub- 
components. It is straightforward to check that the earlier examples of 
admissible and inadmissible sequences are deemed so by Definition 3.3, 
4. TOWARDS WEAK FAIR AND STRONG FAIR CCS 
Our aim is to offer both weak and strong fair CCS: versions of CCS 
which satisfy these fairness constraints. One method, an instance of the 
general account in (Lehmann et al., 1981) is to use the resources already 
developed by invoking two semantic levels. One level, the positive (given 
by the CCS rules and delinition of execution sequence), prescribes 
execution sequences without regard to fairness while the other, the negative 
(given by the definition of admissible), tilters out the unwanted sequences. 
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A neater solution, an entirely positive approach, is to simply offer rules 
which generate just the admissible sequences. This we do in the subsequent 
two sections. Here we comment on possible alternative positive 
approaches. 
Inadmissible execution sequences are allowed by the CCS rules because 
of the 1 R and 1 L rules. In effect, a use of either of these rules in a derivation 
involves an enforced delay of one or another of the subprocesses E, F in 
EIF. From small enforced delays, lengthier delays can grow without limit: if 
either E or F has an iminite behavior then there is nothing in the CCS rules 
to force the other to proceed (when it is able to). 
A general method for controlling the length of delay is to use random 
assignment. In Apt and Olderog (1983) and Park (198 I ) the authors model 
the behaviour of concurrent processes using a fair guarded do statement, 
do gl-+c,Cl...Llgn -+ C~ od: each index i represents a component of the 
process, a guard gi is true if the ith component is not (then) deadlocked, 
and ci represents its possible next moves. In this way, the behaviour of a 
system under a fairness assumption is modelled by the respective fair do 
statement. In turn, the semantics of the fair do statement is given in terms 
of the standard do by introducing auxiliary variables and random 
assignment. This is a very general, but very indirect, method of modelling 
both weak and strong fairness. However, it is not clear that it could be 
used for CCS because it presupposes a tixed number of concurrent com- 
ponents: consider the process li% .X.(aXibX) which “generates” new sub- 
components without an eventual finite limit as it performs actions. An 
alternative use of random assignment overcomes this problem 
(Plotkin, 1982). Plotkin offers rules for a fair 1 by introducing a subsidiary 
set of parahel operators I,,, I“, n E N, in the case of a concurrent while 
language (where there is no distinction between weak and strong fairness): 
the rules for 1” ensure that the left component proceeds no more than n + 1 
steps; a random choice of the maximum number of steps the right-hand 
component may proceed is then made via the operators In. This method is 
less indirect than transforming the program into a guarded do loop since it 
preserves the concurrent structure. (The issue of preservation of concurrent 
structure under fair transformations of while programs is examined in 
Olderog and Apt (1984)) 
The use of random assignment for capturing fairness is more a 
simulation than a description because of its involvement of predictive 
choice (Milner, 1981). This forcing of choice in advance may have unhappy 
consequences: under some definitions of program equivalence, for instance 
bisimulation, Plotkin’s 1 operator is not associative (Costa and Stirling, 
1983). Moreover, the analysis of the next two sections suggest that predic- 
tive choice is essential to a positive method of generating the strong- 
admissible CCS sequences but not the weak-admissible. The use of random 
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assignment to simulate both would mask this difference. The issue of 
predictive choice is further discussed in Section 7. 
Inadmissible sequences arise due to the [R and [L rules. What is wanted 
are rules for 1 which explicitly ensure that both components proceed (if 
they can) without at the same time enforcing synchrony. It is difhcult to see 
how this can be achieved because standard operational semantics are based 
upon rules which show how programs may proceed in a single step, where 
a single step is tied to a notion of atomic action. In Costa and Stirling 
(1983) we suggested a method to overcome this: to offer rules for sequences 
of actions. The language involved is CCS without restriction. In the case of 
rules for the 1 operator we make use of a fmite merge operator: if two com- 
ponents can each proceed a sequence of steps in parallel they can proceed 
in any sequence which is a merge of the component sequences. Our 
delinition of merge allows for synchronization. Unfortunately, this sim- 
pleminded approach does not, by itself, generate all the admissible sequen- 
ces: a (very weak) form of synchrony is still presupposed. To overcome this 
we gave rules which involve two transition relations. One gives rise to all 
sequences without regard to fairness, the other to the admissible sequences 
only. The trick is that the latter is delined using the other relation. We now 
offer an alternative more general method which allows us to give rules for 
both weak fair and strong fair CCS. 
5. WEAK FAIR CCS 
A CCS execution sequence is weak-admissible provided that no process 
remains live almost always. For example, the following sequence is not 
admissible where E = fix X.aX: 
The subcomponent u becomes live and remains live throughout. In this sec- 
tion we offer weak fair CCS rules, rules for CCS which generate just the 
admissible execution sequences. 
Our starting point is an alternative, more local, formulation of weak- 
admissible than Definition 3.3., Let y = E. p+moE, -+m’ ..’ be a CCS 
execution sequence then 
DEFINITION 5.1. i. y is w-admissible at i if 1j 2 i LP(Ei) n 
LP(E;+,)n ... nLP(l$)=@. 
ii. y is w-admissible if Vi: i< length of y. y is w-admissible at i. 
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JJ is w-admissible at i just in case every live process of Ei eventually loses 
its liveness. Clearly, the following fact holds. 
FACT. 5.2. y is w-admissible at i (ff Vj< i y is w-admissible at j. 
An execution sequence which is w-admissible at every i is weak- 
admissible and vice versa; this is the content of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. y is w-admissible zff y is weak-admissible. 
The significance of this alternative definition of weak-admissibility is that 
it allows us to think of admissibility in terms of a localizable property and 
not just as a property of complete execution sequences. Moreover, it allows 
us to devise a straightforward strategy for generating any admissible 
CCS sequence. Starting from & one generates a derivation 
& --PE, --+“” ‘. . --PEn + , satisfying the admissibility at 0 condition; 
satisfaction of this condition is completely determinate. One then continues 
by generating a derivation E,, + , -+mn+‘E,, + Z -+“‘“+ ?. . --+mkEk + , which 
satisties admissibility at n + 1: by Fact 5.2 the concatenation of these two 
derivations I!& -+mo ... --+mn E,,+, -dmn+’ ... --drnk Ek + , guarantees the 
admissibility at j for any j < H + 1. Clearly the continuation of this process 
results in an admissible sequence. We now formalize this strategy. 
DEFINITION 5.4. We say that E. -+nzo E, -+w’ --+w’n E,,+ , is Q 
B-sfep just in case 
i. B is a tinite set of (process) labels, 
ii. BnLP(E,,)n ... nLP(En+,)=@. 
We abbreviate E. --+“‘O E, --+“‘I ... -+‘Q E,,+ , is a B-step to 
4r+J,z+,t where h = m. . ..m”. The first part of the following lemma 
shows that for any finite set of labels B and live process E there exists a B- 
step from E. The second part shows that any finite extension of a B-step is 
still a B-step; this clearly holds because of property ii of Definition 5.4. 
LEMMA 5.5. i. If LP(E) # @ then Q finite set of labels BIF, hE--+i F. 
ii, If E--$ F and F--+h G then E--+t F--+k G. 
The detinition of w-admissible for i means that a B-step from E when 
B = LP(E) is of special interest. An LP(E)-step from E is “locally” 
admissible: the live subprocesses of E have lost their liveness at some point 
in the step. For instance, the following is an LP(E)-step from E 
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The subprocess u and v synchronize and hence disappear whereas w loses 
its liveness (and regains it in E2). Thus, E --+I E, is also an LP(E)-step. On 
the other hand, the following is not an LP(E)-step from E because u 
remains live throughout: 
DEFINITION 5.6. A w-sequence from EO is any maximal sequence of steps 
of the form EO -+$,~~0~ E, --+&E,j ... . 
A w-sequence is simply a concatenation of “locally” admissible steps. If 6 
is a w-sequence then its associated CCS execution sequence is the sequence 
which drops all reference to the LP(E;) x The following theorem shows 
that w-sequences are precisely the admissible sequences. 
THEOREM 5.7. A CCS execution sequence is weak-udmissible $f it is the 
sequence ussociuted with u w-sequence. 
Weuk Fair CCS Rules 
Operational rules are now offered for weak fair CCS based upon the 
“local” characterization of admissibility. Standard operational semantics 
are based upon rules which show how programs may proceed in a single 
step where a single step is tied to some notion of atomic action: this is the 
case with Milner’s CCS rules offered in Section 1, where the basic transition 
relation which appears throughout the rules is -drn, m E Move. In con- 
trast, the analysis above of weak fairness appeals to the notion of a B-step: 
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a finite sequence of moves satisfying a property. Thus, it is desirable to 
have rules involving a transition relation --+i satisfying the condition that 
E -+iFiff E-+iF. (Like E- -+h F, E -+h F will be an abbreviation of a 
sequence of moves E -+mO E, --+“‘I . . . -+mn F with h = m. . . . mR.) The w- 
sequences will then be generable from such rules. Note that the signiticance 
of Lemma 5.5 in terms of rules involving -+$ is that it expresses a “no 
stick” property: for any live E and tinite set of labels B the rules must allow 
a derivation of the form E --+k F. 
We have found two methods for offering weak fair CCS rules involving a 
transition relation -+i. One method is simply to give rules for each com- 
binator in the style of standard CCS rules as offered in Section 1. An extra 
rule is needed which “glues” together tinite sequences of steps. The full set 
of rules has features in common with the rules we offered in (Costa and 
Stirling, 1983). An alternative method is simply to “build” on top of the 
standard CCS rules. This approach is somewhat simpler and is also the 
method used for strong fair CCS in the next section. 
We assume Milner’s rules as amended in Section 3 to take account of the 
labelled syntax. We merely add two new rules involving --+i to give weak 
fair CCS. We assume that B, C are finite sets of labels. 
Trans 
E-i F F-+fn G 
E-imucG 
CnLP(G)=Ql 
In the Trans rule E-i; c G abbreviates E --+h FBu c -+m G. The Shift 
rule allows one to derive any B-step involving a single move only. The 
Trans rule, on the other hand, allows one to generate B-steps involving a 
sequence of moves. This is all we need to get the required result that -$, 
coincides with --$. 
THEOREM 5.8. E ---$ F zyf E --$ F. 
As an illustration of the use of these two rules consider the following 
example where K= (uUG/tiYcZI) and 
E. = (bucubFiK)\u E, = (c&Fl K)\a 
E2 = (abF1 K)\a E3 = (bF~(q,G/cH))\a 
The set of live subprocesses of Eo, LP(E& is {u, u, y}. And 
LP(E,,) n LP(E,) n LP(E2) n LP(E3) = 0. Hence, & -hb El --+’ 
E2 -+T E3 is an LP(Eo)-step. We show that this can be inferred from the 
two new rules: 
643,‘73,‘3-2 
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Shift 
EO --,b E, 
EO -+b E, E, -+’ Ez 
The example suggests a way of choosing the sets of labels B and C in the 
two rules: in the case of the Shift rule let B be the largest subset of LP(E) 
such that B n U’(F) = 0; and in the case of the Trans rule let C also be 
the largest subset of LP(E) such that C n B = @ and C n U’(G) = 0. This 
method of generating steps is merely a relinement of the strategy for 
constructing admissible sequences. 
To generate all the admissible sequences from E it is not suflicient to be 
“rid” of the processes in LP(E) as soon as possible. For instance, in the 
above example this would mean that instead of deriving 
EO -% E, 5 E? one would derive EO -% E, & (cubF[ (GicH))\a. 
@I u0 {u) u {K y} 
The following example admissible sequence makes this clearer, where 
E=lix X.aX, 
E/bu NIL -5 Eib,, NIL -5 . . 2 Eibu NIL -5 E/NIL -5 . . . . 
There is no linite upper bound on how many Q actions can be performed 
before u loses its liveness. This point is bound up with the issue of predic- 
tive choice which is the subject matter of Section 7. The Shift and Trans 
rules allow one to “freely” generate steps at any point. Previous choices do 
not constrain future possibilities. This is in contrast to those analyses or 
simulations of admissibility which appeal to random assignment. 
We now come to the main result of this section. A WFCCS execution 
sequence is any maximal sequence of the form 
where B, = LP(E,). The CCS execution sequence associated with it is the 
sequence which omits the Bis and replaces -+“’ for +“’ throughout. An 
immediate consequence of previous results is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.9. A CCS execution sequence is weak-admissible @if it is the 
sequence associated with a WFCCS execution sequence. 
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6. STRONG FAIR CCS 
In this section we offer rules for strong fair CCS; recall that a CCS 
execution sequence is strong-admissible just in case no concurrent subcom- 
ponent is inlinitely often live. As far as possible we develop an analysis 
analogous to the previous section. However, there is an immediate 
problem. In the case of weak-admissibility we showed that there is an alter- 
native equivalent but localized definition. Recall that if a sequence is 
w-admissible at i then each live subcomponent at i eventually loses its 
liveness. Thus, if the sequence is also inadmissible then this cannot be due 
to a live process at i remaining live throughout the rest of the computation. 
(This means that w-admissibility at i guarantees that no live subcomponent 
at i rem&s always live.) A similar property in the case of strong- 
admissibility, s-admissibility at i, would guarantee that no (live) subcom- 
ponent at i is inlinitely often live. But the following example shows that this 
is not a localizable property. Clearly, the sequence 8 is strong-admissible 
where E=tixX(&+t$cNIL+dX) and E=PU NIL: 
The subcomponent u is initially live but loses its liveness once the action u 
is performed, and never regains it. However, at every point in d there is the 
possibility of inadmissibility due to u being inlinitely often live because 
(E/F)\&+ ((cNIL+~E)~E)\P% (E[E)\&+ ... -5 (EiE)\&+ .... 
Every initial segment of 8 is also the initial segment of an inadmissible 
sequence whose inadmissibility is due to a process u which is live at 0 in 8 
(that is, live in the initial term of J). At no point in d is it ever safe to con- 
clude that u cannot be inlinitely often live. Consequently, a definition of s- 
admissibility at i which guarantees that no subcomponent at i is inlinitely 
often live needs to invoke the complete future segment of the sequence after 
i. This appears to be intrinsic to the difference between weak and strong 
fairness. Let y = E. -+.“Q E, -+“‘I . . . be a CCS execution sequence. 
DEFINITION 6.1. i. y is s-admissible at i iff $ > i Vk >j, P( Ei) n 
LP(E,J = @. 
ii. JJ is s-admissible iff Vi < length of 7. y is s-admissible at i. 
y is s-admissible at i just in case no subcomponent at i, whether live or 
not, becomes inlmitely often live. The following results are analogous to 
Fact 5.2 and Theorem 5.3. The first says that s-admissibility at i implies s- 
admissibility at j for any j< i. (Notice that this result would not hold if 
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U’(Ei) replaced P(Ei) in the tirst part of Delinition 6.1) The second says 
that s-admissibility coincides with strong-admissibility. 
LEMMA 6.2. y is s-admissible at i $f Vj< i. y is s-admissible at j. 
LEMMA 6.3. y is s-admissible ljjf y is strong-admissible. 
The s-admissibility condition does not immediately suggest an analog of 
a B-step. In fact, one can give analogs but they always appear to involve 
predictive choice; that is, one can “locahse” strong-admissibility at the 
expense of predictive choice. We have found two analogs: one based on a 
linite set of labels, the other on a linite queue of labels. Both are rather 
elaborate. However, the latter has advantages over the former: both parts 
of the analog of Lemma 5.5 fail for the set-based notion of a step, whereas 
only one part fails for the queue. (The idea of using queues for capturing 
strong admissibility is not new; for instance, see Park, 1982.) First we need 
some notation. 
If B is a linite set of labels then let Seq(B) be the set of permutations of 
elements in B:, if Te Seq(B) then each element of B appears exactly once in 
T. Hence, if Te Seq(B) then the set B is uniquely determined by T; we 
therefore use Set(T) to denote it. 
We let T, U range over fmite sequences of labels. The concatenation of 
two linite sequences T. U is delined in the usual way. If u and v are labels 
then u G Tu just in case u = u or u occurs before u in T. Finally, TrB is the 
sequence which results from deleting any label not in B from T. 
The analog of a B-step that we use then is a T-step. We are interested in 
TCZ Seq(B(E)) and not just TE Seq(EJ’(E)) because if we have a queue con- 
taining only live subcomponents of E then at the end of a T-step from E 
when T is updated, a subcomponent which has lost its liveness will be 
deleted from the queue; but, an execution sequence is inadmissible if some 
subprocess inlinitely often loses (and, thus, inlinitely often regains) its 
liveness. The following delinition does not enforce a strict queue discipline 
because it is too restrictive. Instead, the discipline used is given by the 
“min” condition in the definition. For simplicity we define a T-step from E. 
when Te Seq(B(EO)) and not for arbitrary T. (An important difference 
between B-steps and T-steps is that T-steps cannot be freely concatenated; 
see Delinition 6.6.) 
DEFINITION 6.4. We say that E,, -+m0 E, ---Pi’ ... -jmn E,,+ I is a 
T-step just in case 
i. T G Seq(P( Eo)); 
ii. the following “min” condition holds: 
Vi: 0 < i < n VU G P( EO) if u e LP(Ei) then 3t~~ c + and u $ P( Ei+ ,). 
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We abbreviate &, --+“Q E, -+m’ . . . ---Fan En+, is a T-step to 
E. -+$ E,, + , , where h = mo... m,,. 
Suppose that T = (Us,..., uk ) and uO, pi $ LP(E,,) but U* E ,CP( Eo). Then 
the min condition forces u2 to contribute to the initial move mO. 
(Otherwise, Q, pi, u2 E P(El) and so there could not be a v G z+ satisfying 
v 4 P(El).) Thus, the live subprocess of E. which is earliest in the queue 
must contribute to mO. If uO, pi do not become live in El,..., Eje r then the 
min condition does not constrain the moves ml ,..., mjp l ; they can be per- 
formed by processes which do not occur in the queue T. However, if Us 
becomes live in Ej then either j= n + 1 (so, E0 -.+“Q ... -+“‘-’ Ej is a 
T-step) or Us must contribute to mj: if both become live in Ej then u0 
must contribute. (Note that a T-step is prefix closed, see Lemma 6.5.ii.) 
An example of a T-step is the following: Let T = (~1, v, U) and let 
Eo= ~~~t,~u,W~~~~,~u,, ~~,~G/ii,,,b,~~ H)\u, where v3 = ~111. 
Both u and u are live in Eo, but u performs the move whereas v precedes u 
in the queue T. This derivation, therefore, is not a T-step. Nor is any exten- 
sion of it a T-step. In contrast the pair of derivations E. --+d El and 
E. -+de Ez are T-steps: 
P LP 
EO {4 4 w) bt 4 
I 
Id 
Note that Eo-+de Ez is a T-step even though u has still not contributed a 
move and even though w, which is earliest in T, has become live in Ez. The 
latter feature means that not every finite extension will also be a T-step. In 
particular, only those extensions where w immediately contributes a move 
remain a T-step. Thus, E. -.-+de’ E3 is, whereas E. --+deb EJ is not, a T-step. 
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,,,,u”~G)l~~,h~,~~)\u {Ul, ull, WI] {ui, ull, W} 
Part i of the following lemma (like part i of Lemma 5.5) expresses a 
“no-stick” property: for any permutation T of P(E) and live process E 
there is a move from E which amounts to a T-step. Part ii of the lemma 
says that a T-step is prelix closed. Moreover, it also says that if E--+” F is 
not a T-step then neither is any extension of it. 
LEMMA 6.5. i. ZfLP(E)#@ then ‘dTeSeq(P(E)) IF, m. E-+ F. 
ii. If E-+h F,. -+k G then E--+$-F. 
In the example derivations from E,, above it is clear that u must even- 
tually contribute a move in any strong-admissible execution sequence from 
E,,. But, as noted, a T-step from E. can be achieved without a contribution 
from U. For this reason when T-steps are linked together to form a 
sequence of steps more machinery is necessary than is used in 
Delmition 5.6. 
DEFINITION 6.6. An s-sequence from E. is any maximal sequence of 
steps of the form 
where for i > 0, 
Ti+~=tTirf’tEi+~)l~~~ where UE Seq(P(E,+ ,) - P(E,)). 
It is straightforward to check that Ti E Seq(P(Ei)) for every i (by 
definition T,, E Seq( P(Eo))): ( Tj j’ P(Ei+ , )) is the sequence resulting from 
removing from Ti any subprocess not in P(Ei+ i ) and 17 is a permutation of 
the subcomponents of E,+ l which are not in E, (and is concatenation). 
This linking together of steps in the delinition of an s-sequence means 
that any process in Ei which does not contribute a move will move towards 
the front of the queue. Thus, if it repeatedly becomes live then eventually 
by the min condition it must contribute to a performance of a move. If 
6 is an s-sequence then its associated CCS execution is the sequence 
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which drops all reference to the Tis. The following theorem shows that 
s-sequences are precisely the admissible ones. 
THEOREM 6.7. A CCS execution sequence is strong-admissible $f it is a 
sequence associuted with an s-sequence. 
Strong Fair CCS Rules 
We now offer operational rules for strong fair CCS based upon the 
notion of a T-step. Our method is analogous to weak fair CCS: we add two 
extra rules to standard CCS involving a transition relation * k which coin- 
cides with --+$. If iJ is a non-empty sequence then Hd(U) is the lirst 
member of U. 
Shift 
E-+mF 
E *FF 
Te Seq(P(E)) and Hd(TrLP(E)) $ P(F) 
Trans 
E =+FF-4”G 
E =+“‘G 
Vu~(~~(F)n~(~))~u.v~ru A u$P(G). 
In the Trans rule E =P-$! G abbreviates E +.h F= am G. The Shift rule 
guarantees that the earliest live process in T contributes to the performance 
of m and, thereby, guarantees a T-step. The Trans rule, on the other hand, 
ensures that an extension of a T-step remains a T-step: if a process in P(E) 
becomes live at F and is earlier in the queue T than any other process 
which has contributed to the sequence of moves h then it must contribute 
to the move m. Thus, together these two rules ensure that the min 
condition always holds. Consequently, *$ coincides with -+‘+. 
THEOREM 6.8. E--4+ F iff E a$ F. 
There is an important difference between the workings of the weak and 
strong fair CCS rules. In the weak case one attempts to achieue a B-step 
whereas in the strong case one attempts to maintuin a T-step. (q-steps are 
not, unlike T-steps, prelix closed; on the other hand, any extension of a 
B-step, unlike a T-step, is still a B-step.) 
We illustrate the use of the strong fair rules with the following example 
where 
and 
K= (&G&H) 
EO= (a”bcdF\K)\d 
E2 = (cdFj K)\d 
El = (bcdFj K)\d 
E3 = (dF1 K)\d 
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Note in this example that the choice of the queue (v, u, y) (chosen when 
the shift rule is applied) restricts the moves that can be performed; for 
instance, if (0, y, u) were chosen instead then EO could not perform the 
action Q first because y is the earliest live process. Moreover, the initial 
choice of (v, u, y) forces E3 to synchronize because v which is earliest in 
the queue has then become live. Unlike the rules for weak fairness, these 
rules do not allow one to “freely” generate steps: the initial choice of the 
queue constrains future possibilities. This issue of predictive choice is taken 
up in the next section. 
We now come to the main result of this section which is analogous to 
Theorem 5.9. A SFCCS execution sequence is any maximal sequence of the 
form 
where the Tis satisfy the conditions of Definition 6.6. The CCS execution 
sequence associated with it is the expected one. The following is an 
immediate consequence of preceding results. 
THEOREM 6.9. A CCS execution sequence is strong-admissible $f it is the 
sequence associated with a SFCCS execution sequence. 
7. PREDICTIVE CHOICE 
In this brief section we make precise the claim that WFCCS, unlike 
SFCCS, does not involve predictive choice. Consider the generation of an 
arbitrary SFCCS execution sequence from some live process E. Initially, a 
queue Te Seq(P( E)) is chosen. This choice, however, may preclude the 
generation of some admissible sequences from E. For instance, if 
T= (u, v) and E = aUFj bvG then T prevents the generation of any 
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admissible sequence from E whose initial move is b: E -+b uUF/G is not a 
T-step (and by Lemma 6.5.ii neither is any extension of it). This is a simple 
instance of predictive choice which we now generalize. Suppose E,, ===L E,, 
by the SFCCS rules and suppose En -+.‘+ E,, + i -+“‘n+ ’ . . . is a strong- 
admissible sequence. Then clearly, 8 = EO --+h E,, -+“‘n En + , --++ ’ . . . is 
also admissible. However, it may not be possible to generate an SFCCS 
sequence corresponding to 6 starting with the derivation E,, =s: E,,: the 
choice of U may prevent extensions of EO *L En which correspond to 
admissible CCS sequences. For example, when F = lix XXX the derivation 
(bJu NIL + F)ltivF)\u <+U> ((u NIL + F)[&F)\u 
cannot be extended so as to correspond to the admissible sequence 
(bJu NIL+ F)&F)\u-5 ((u NIL+ F)[&,F)\u 
We now show that this does not arise in the case of WFCCS. 
WFCCS will avoid predictive choice if every WFCCS derivation can be 
freely extended to any appropriate admissible sequence. Let us make this 
precise. We say that a WFCCS derivation E +i E,, when B s LP(E) is 
udmissible closed if whenever 8 = E --+h En -4”” Ea + l -+mn+l . . . is weak- 
admissible there exists a WFCCS execution sequence corresponding to 8 
whose first step E -+& E,,,, m 2 n, is inferred from E -+ t E,,, using the 
rules. Therefore, we take the following lemma to show that WFCCS does 
not involve predictive choice. 
LEMMA 7.1. If B s LP( E) und E -+ k F then E + i F is udmissible closed. 
8. LABELLED CCS AND PROOFS OF LEMMAS IN SECTION 3 
In this section we offer our method of labelling (which we outlined in 
Section 3) together with the proof of lemmas in Section 3. For many of the 
details of the proofs about the labelling we refer the reader to Costa and 
Stirling (1983). 
Depth of Inference 
Some of the proofs below use induction on the depth of inference of a 
derivation E-4” F and case analysis of the rule used at the root. When 
E, F are unlabelled there may be more than one proof tree for a derivation 
(for instance, there are two for G/G --P G[ G when G = fix X.uX), but the 
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number is always linite. (When E, Fare labelled (see below) the proof tree 
is unique.) Therefore, the depth of the inference E--Z’ F, which we write 
as d(E-4” F), is delined as the maximum depth of any proof tree for 
E --+m F. We count the depth of a tree with just one node (corresponding 
to a proof where only an instance of the axiom, the move rule, is used) as 
1: d(mE-4’ F) = 1. The depth of (uE+ F)[G -4 EjG is 3 where the root 
is the conclusion of the proof 
aE -*” E . Move 
aE + F--O E tR 
(aE+F)[G-+o E[G . IR 
The depth of aE]iiF--I ElF is 2. The following fact states some 
straightforward properties of d( E -+m F). 
FACT 8.1. i. d(E,--Y G)<d(E,+E?-4’G) i=l and2 
ii. d(E[lix X.E/X] --Y G) c d(fix X.E-+“’ G) 
iii. d(E--P F) c d(E/G--7 F/G) 
iv. d(E--P F) cd(GfE-+m G/F) 
v. max{d(E-+“F), d(G-4’H)} cd(E[G-+* FIH) 
vi. d(E-4” G) c d(lija -4” G\u). 
Labeled CCS 
In Section 3 we outlined the method of labelling and the reasons for it. 
We offer here full details which we also presented in (Costa and Stirling, 
1983) for CCS without restriction. Proofs are kept to a minimum by 
appealing to the results in (Costa and Stirling, 1983); these results are not 
affected by the addition of restriction to the language. The labelling used 
reflects the structure of processes. The simplest method is to represent 
processes as trees. For example, NIL/u NIL + b NIL and (lix X.ZX)\Q can 
be represented as 
I I 
NIL x 
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A standard labelling for these trees uses labels from { 1, 2]*, where s is the 
empty label, 
NIL21 X’ 111 
Unfortunately this labelling is not preserved under derivation. There are 
two problems; the first can be dealt with easily, whereas the second involv- 
ing recursion requires more care. Consider the sequence of moves 
a(a NIL\(Z NIL\b)) -+* a NILl(ti NIL\b) --+I NIL\(NIL\b). 
Representing this sequence using labelled trees we have 
The final tree in the sequence has a nonstandard labelling: the root is not 
labelled by .s and the sequence of labels on both branches contain “jumps.” 
Consequently, we adopt a labelling which allows for these features. (Note 
that jumps can only occur because of the restriction operator, \a, and the 1 
operator.) 
Second, consider E = (lix X),, (auXc,, iul bwNILw,l) for labels u, u, and w. 
If E performs a then X must be replaced by E which gives 
E-4 EiuI b,,, NILw,, . Here two occurrences of the action b receive the same 
label, Our solution to this problem is standard: we redefine substitution so 
that when a term replaces a particular occurrence of a variable it inherits 
the label of the variable. 
Let EXP be the language of processes defined in Section 1. We now 
define a labelled Zanguage L(EXP) of processes using EXP. We use 
E, F, G, H,... to stand for elements of both EXP and L(EXP): the context 
determines which is meant. The set of Iabeis is LAB = {I, 2]* with & as the 
empty label. We use u, u, w,... to stand for members of LAB. We assume < 
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is the prefix order on LAB (for example, 12 < 1221, whereas 21 and 11 are 
incomparable. ) 
The language L(EXP) is defined as UOeLABLt,(EXP), where LJEXP) 
stands for the set of labelled processes whose “roots” are 1abeIled by v. 
LJEXP) is defined as lJEGExi, L”(E), where L”(E) is the set of labelled 
terms associated with E whose “root” is labelled by v. We let 
UW = U~LAB L&E). Lt,( E) is defined inductively: 
LC(NIL) = {NILL,j 
Ltw = {X0 1 
LJmE) = {mL,E’: E’ E L”,(E)} 
L&fix X.E) = {(fix X)“E’: E’ e LJE)] 
LL>(E+F)= {E’+CF’:E’~LC,I(E) and F’eLJF)] 
L&aa) = { E’(\ak, : ,5’ g Ln,,,.( E) for some w E LAB j 
Lt,( EIF) = { E’iCF’: ,C’ E L&E) and F e L&F) 
for some u and w G LAB 1, 
Note that Lt,(aa) and L&E[F’) deIine nonsingleton sets of labelled terms. 
For instance, L,(a(bcNIL\NIL)) gives us the set of trees 
{ T(u, v): U, v 6 LAB} where T(u, v) is 
I 
~lllul 
I 
NIL lllUl1 
The move a(bc NILINIL) -qab cNILlNIL corresponds to the transfor- 
mation of T(u, v) into the tree 
NIL lllull 
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This tree belongs to L,,(c NIL/NIL). This example shows that labelling is 
preserved under derivation (a result formalized by Lemma 8.5 below). 
When E does not contain 1 or restriction then L”(E) is a singleton set 
where E takes on the more standard labelling whose root is v. 
Two immediate consequences of the labelling are where LAB(E) is the 
set of labels occuring in E: 
FACT 8.2. If E E L(EXP) then no label u occurs more than once in E, 
FACT 8.3. If E G L”(EXP) and w g LAB(E) then u < w. 
We call the property given by Fact. 8.2 “the unicity of labels property.” A 
consequence is that if m,, and mu are distinct occurrences in EE L(EXP) 
then u # u. 
We assume that in (lix X)“E lix x binds all free occurrences of a labelled 
1 in E. For instance, lix x binds xO1,1 and JYt,lZi in (fix J’)t, 
(aDI xUiii]O1 b12Xv121). A substitution operation is now delined on L(EXP) 
using the following pair of operations: 
i 0 +‘: if E l LJEXP) then (E)+” is that term in Lt,JEXP) 
obtained by pretixing v to all labels in E. 
ii. =: if EE L,,,(EXP) then E is that term in LJEXP) obtained by 
removing the prelix w from all labels in E. 
A subscript ~1 is not needed for the operation =, because w is uniquely 
determined by E; in fact, it is the label on the “root” (see delinition of 
LWPlh 
Suppose E, FE L(EXP) and xU,..., x0 are all the free occurrences of a 
labelled x in E then E[jF/X/] is deBned ax E[(F)+U/XU,..., (F)+“/xU]. As 
mentioned above, the motivation for this definition is that in E[ [F/Xl] 
each substituted F inherits the label of the ,Y it replaces (after being 
“normalized” by the = operation). For example, (ati1 Xui I +,,bu2XuII) 
[Ia” NILJJY1-j is a,,l auI, NILU1il +U bu2au2, NILU*i,. Substitution on 
L(EXP) is well defined: it preserves the method of labelling. This is shown 
by the following lemma which is proved in Costa and Stirling (1983). 
LEMMA 8-4.{E’[iF’/Xi]: E’g LO(E) and F’ E L(F)} G LJE[F/X]), 
Consequently, if E’ G L”(EXP) then so is E’[ iF/X[]. The reason why G 
and not = occurs in this lemma is due to the choice allowed in the 
labellings of E[F and ,5Ja. 
As noted in Section 3 the calculus given in Section 1 can be defined on 
the labelled language. The move rule becomes rn”E --? E. The labels on 
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the restriction operator do not affect its powers of prevention; the Res rule 
therefore becomes 
Finally, in the fix rule we replace standard substitution [ / ] by [ 1 / I]. 
Clearly, Fact 8.1 holds for the labelled calculus (where [ 1 / I] replaces [ / ] 
in part ii). The following lemma which is proved in Costa and Stirling 
(1983) shows that the labelling is preserved under derivation. 
LEMMA 8.5. Zj” EEL,JEXP) und E-+h F then 1~. FgL&EXP). 
There is a close connection between the labelled and unlabelled calculus. 
This is formalized in the next fact. If E E L(EXP) then R(E) is that (unique) 
term in EXP obtained by removing all labels from E. Suppose E, F are 
labelled processes and E’, F unlabelled ones then: 
FACT 8.6. i. If E-X F then R(E) -4” R(F). 
ii. u E’ -+m F’ then VEE L(E’), IFc L(F’) E-4” F, 
The proofs below and in the next section assume labelled CCS. However, 
we avoid the explicit use of labels wherever possible. In the sequel we use the 
following fact which is easily proved by induction on G. 
FACT 8.7. If G, E are terms with X guarded in G, and G’ = G[ /E/Xl], 
and A g Act then: 
i. p(G) = F(G’) 
ii. Act(G) = Act(G’) 
iii. LP( G, A) = LP( G’, A). 
We now offer some lemmas which are consequences of the labelling and 
the delinition of P(E) given in Section 3. As before, let Lab(E) be the set of 
labels which occur in E. 
LEMMA 8.8. (Persistency of LAB). g EO---+“‘O EI -+“‘I .. --+mnE,,+ I 
und u E LAB( EO) n LAB(En + , ) then u o LAB( Ei) for i: 1 < i < n. 
Prooj It sufhces to show that if E -+* G --+h Z-! and u E LAB(E) and 
u $ LAB(G) then u # LAB(H). This we prove by induction on 
d= d(E-4” G). 
d= 1. Then E=mCG. Thus LAB(E)=LAB(G)u {VI. Therefore U=U. 
Moreover, by the labelling, if w o LAB(G) then w = ulp for some p. By 
Fact 8.3 and Lemma 8.5 u $ LAB(H). 
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d> 1. Cases on the rule applied at the root of inference 
+R. Then E = E’ +” E” and E’ -4” G. Three subcases exist: 
i. u = u. The result follows by the argument above. 
ii. UE LAB(E). Then u = u2p for some p by the labelling. 
However, labels in G have the form ulq. By Lemma 8.5, 
u $ LAB(H). . . . 
111. u E LAB(E’). The result follows via induction hypothesis. 
+E. Similar to +R. 
Rex Then E = E’(\uh. Hence E’ --P’ G’ --+h H’, where G = G’(\uh 
and H = H’(\uh. Moreover, LAB(E) = {u} u LAB(E). Similarly for 
LAB(G), LAB(H). Thus u # v and so the result follows via induction 
hypothesis. 
fix. Then E=(fixXkE and E’[iE/Xj] ---P G. LAB(E) = 
{v}uLAB(E’)and LAB(E’)&LAB(E’[~E/X~]).I~U=U thenresult trivially 
follows. Otherwise UE LAB(E) and the result follows via induction 
hypothesis. 
lW.>lW. Then E=l?luE” and G=G’lUG” and H=H’l”H”. 
LAB(E) = {u} u LAB(E) u LAB(E). Similarly, for LAB(G) and LAB(H). 
Either H’ = G’ or 3h’, G’ -jh’ H’ and either W = G” or 3h”, G” -+h” F. 
Since u # u there are two subcases: 
i. us LAB(E). Then u = vlp for some label p. Clearly, 
u # LAB(E) u LAB(G”) u LAB(W). Also u $ LAB(G’). Hence 
by induction hypothesis, u $ LAB( H’). Hence, u # LAB(H). 
ii. u $ LAB(H). Similar argument. 
LEMMA 8.9. Zf E --P F UZ~ u E P(E) n LAB(F) then u E P(F). 
ProoJ By induction on d = d( E --Y F), 
d = 1. Trivial. 
d > 1. Cases on rule applied at the root of the inference: 
+R. Then E=G+uH and G--P F. P(E)= {u} and 
LAB(G) z {ulp: p e LAB}. Similar for LAB(F) by Lemma 8.5. Hence, 
P(E) n LAB(F) = a. 
+E. Similar 
Rex Then E = G( \uk and G -4” G’ and F= G’(\uk. So P(E) = P(G) 
and LAB(F) = {u} u LAB( G’). Moreover, P(F) = P(G’). By labelling, 
u $ P(E). Hence, if u E P(E) n LAB(F) then u e P(G) n LAB(G’). Thus, the 
result follows by induction hypothesis. 
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fix. Then E = lix X.G and G[ [E/Xi] -4’ F. So P(E) = P(G). By 
Fact 8.7, F(G) = F(G[ 1 E/X/ 1. Thus, the result follows by induction 
hypothesis. 
R. Then, E = Gi”kr and F = G’lL,F! and G -4 G’. Therefore 
P(E) = F(G) u F(H) and similarly for P(F). Moreover, LAB(F) = 
{u} u LAB(G’) u LAB(H). By De Morgan’s laws and the labelling, 
P(E) n LAB(F) 
=((F(G)uF(IY))nLAB(G’))u((F(G)uF(ZY))nLAB(FZ)) 
= (F(G) n LAB(G’)) u F(H). 
Suppose u e F(E) n LAB(F). Then either u E F(H) and therefore u E P(F), 
or UE F(G) n LAB(G’). In this case the result follows by induction 
hypothesis. 
IJGISY~. Proofs are similar to 1 R. 
An immediate corollary of the previous two lemmas is 
COROLLARY 8.10 (Persistency of P). Zf EO --CJ E, -4”’ . . --+ E,, + , 
und u E P(E,,) n P(En + , ) then u E P(Ei) for i: 1 < i < n. 
We now come to the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. As a prelude we 
state a further lemma about CCS which we use throughout the subsequent 
proofs. This lemma is proved by induction on the structure of E. 
LEMMA 8.11. Fix X.E-4” G iff E-4’ F and G = F[ fix X.E/X[]. 
Proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 
LEMMA 3.1 aEAct(E) $f IF, E-4 F. 
ProofI ( * ) Straightforward by induction on E and using 
Lemma 8.10. 
( = ) By induction on d = d(E --+u F): 
d = 1. Then E = aF. Clearly, u E Act(E). 
d > 1. Cases on rule used at root of inference: 
+R. Then E = G + H and G -+’ F. By induction hypothesis, 
UC Act(G). Hence, a~Act(E) by delinition of Act. 
+E, IR, 1E. Similar to +R. 
I W. Does not apply. 
Res. Then E = G\b with a $ {b, s}. Hence G -4’ G’ and F = G’\b. By 
induction hypothesis, a s Act(G). Since a # {b, 5}, a o Act(E). 
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fix. Then E = Iix X.G and G[ 1 E/Xl ] -4 F. By induction hypothesis, 
acAct(G[iE/Xl]. Since Act(G) = Act(G[lE/Xi] by Fact 8.7, then 
a E Act(G) and so a E Act(E). 
Lemma 3.2 immediately follows from the following more general lemma. 
LEMMA 8.12. i. Zf u E P(E) - LP(E, A) und E -4” F with m $ A then 
u E P(F). 
ii. Zf u E LP(E, A) then CIF, m $ A. E-j” F and u $ LAB(F). 
iii. u E--+m F und m $ A then 3u E LP(E, A). u $ LAB(F). 
ProoJ i. It is straightforward using iii and induction on E. 
ii. By induction on E: 
E= X, NIL. Vacously true. 
E = mu G. Suppose u c LP( E, A). Then u = v and u 6 LAB(G) and 
m +! A. Clearly, E -2 G. 
E = G +” H. Suppose us LP(E: A). Then u=v and 
LP(G,A)uLP(H,A)#@. Moreover, u $ LAB(G) u LAB(H). 
Therefore, result follows trivially. 
E = (lix XL G. Suppose u E LP( E, A ). Then u E LP( G, A ). By induc- 
tion hypothesis gG’, m $,4 G-4’ G’ with u $ LAB(G’). Since 
u E LP(G, A) and X is guarded in G and u $ LAB(G’), then 
u$LAB(G’[~E/X~]). By Lemma8.10, E-+“‘G’[lE/Xl]. 
E= G(\uh. Suppose us LP(E, A). Then UE LP(G, ,4 u {5, a}) and 
u # u. By induction hypothesis, G -4” G’ with m $ A u {u, ti} and 
u I$ LAB(G’). Thus, E --,“’ G’(\Q~ and m $ A and u $ LAB(G’(\uh). 
E=Gl”H. Suppose ueLP(E,A). Then UELP(G,A--A~~(H)) or 
u E LP( H, ,4 - Act(G)). Suppose u E LP( G, A - Act(H)). By induc- 
tion hypothesis, ilm # A - Act(H) ZlG’, G -4” G’, and u $ LAB(G’). 
If m#A then E- -m G’l” H and clearly u $ LAB(G’\” H). Otherwise 
m=ii and aEAct(H) for some 0. By Lemma3.1, W’ H--fH 
(and u $ LAB(H)). Therefore, Gl”H-+* G’l”H and 
ur$ LAB(G’lt,H’). Similarly if u !z LP(H, A -Act(G)). 
iii. By induction on d = d( E -4” F): 
d=l. Then E=m,,F. Since m$A, then ueLP(E, A) and 
u 6 LAB(F). 
d> 1. Cases on the rule used at the root of the inference: 
+R. Then E = G +U H and G --+“’ F. By induction hypo- 
thesis, LP(G, A) # a. Hence, LP(E, A) = {u). Clearly, 
u $ LAB(F). 
+L. Similar to +R. 
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Then E= lix X.G and G[ iE/Xi] --P F. By induction 
hypothesis, ZIU E LP(G[ 1 E/Xi 1, ,4) and u $ LAB(F). By 
Fact 8.7, u E LP(E, A). 
Then E = G\a and G -4” G’ and m$ {a,6} and F=G\a. 
Clearly, m#A u {a+?}. By induction hypothesis, 
JUE LP(G, ,4 u {a, 21) such that U$ LAB(G’). Thus, 
u e LP(E, A) and u $ LAB(G’\a). 
Then E=GluH and G-+m G’ with F= G’iu H. By induc- 
tion hypothesis, %, UE LP(G, A), and u#LAB(G’). 
Clearly, u E LP(Glt, H, A) and u # u and u $ LAB(H). 
Hence, u I$ LAB(F). 
Similar to [R. 
Then E= Glt,H and G--+” G’ and H-+’ H’ and 
m = r. Moreover, F = G’/” H’. By Lemma 3.1, 2 E Act(H). 
Hence, a $ ,4 - Act(H). By induction hypothesis, YU E 
LP(G, A -Act(H)) and u $ LAB(G’). Hence, us LP(E, A) 
and, clearly, u $ LAB( G’l”H’). 
9. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
This section contains the proofs of the lemmas and theorems in Sec- 
tions 5,6, and 7. Throughout, we assume that y = E0 --dmO E, -4”’ . . . is a 
CCS execution sequence. (Recall that I?, k denote sequences of moves.) 
Proofs of the Results in Section 5 
THEOREM 5.3. y is w-admissible lyf y is weak-admissible. 
Prooj By contradiction. 
( = ) Suppose y is not weak-admissible. Then by definition 3~ E LAB, 
!li 2 0, Vk > i, u E LP(Ek). Clearly then y is not w-admissible at i. 
( X= ) Suppose Cli > 0 such that y is not w-admissible at i, By definition, 
Vk > i, LP(Ei) n . . . C-I LP(Ek) # @. However, LP(Ei) is finite. Hence, %, 
Vk > i, u l LP(Ek). Therefore y is not weak-admissible. 
We omit the proof of Lemma 5.5 because part i follows 
straightforwardly from Lemma 3.2.ii, whereas part ii is a simple con- 
sequence of the detinition of a &step. Similarly for Theorem 5.7, which is a 
simple consequence of the definitions of a w-sequence and weak-admissible, 
and Theorem 5.3. 
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THEOREM 5.8. E---$F $f E-$F 
ProojI By induction on lg = length of II which, by definition, is greater 
than 0. 
lg = 1. Then !I = rrr and by definition of B-step B n LP(E) n 
LP( F) = a. Thus we can infer E --$ F from E--P F using the shift rule. 
lg > 1. Then h = km and E--+k G -4' F for some G. Let 
C= Bn LP(E)n ..s n LP(G) and let D = B - C. Then clearly E --$ G. 
By induction hypothesis, E -$, G. By definition of B step, C n LP(F) = $3. 
Hence, we apply the Trans rule 
E-$,G G-+mF 
By definition B = D u C. 
lg = 1. Then h = m and E---$ F. However, E-z F must have 
been inferred from E -4 F using the shift rule and thus 
B n LP(E) n LP( F) = @. That is, E ---$ F. 
lg P- 1. Then h = km and E-i F. However, E-i F must have 
been inferred from Trans rule. Thus, B = D u C and C n LP(F) = @ for 
some C, D and E ---+, G and G -4 F for some G. By inductive 
hypothesis, E--$,G. Thus, DnLP(E)n ." nLP(G)=@. And 
BnLP(E)n ... nLP(G)nLP(F) is equal to (DnLP(E)n ... 
n LP(G) n LP(F)) u (Cn LP(E) n ... n LP(G) n LP(F)). But this set is 
0. Hence, E ---$ F. 
The central theorem of Section 5, Theorem 5.9, follows straightforwardly 
from Theorem 5.8 and the definitions. 
Proofs of the Results in Section 6 and 1 
LEMMA 6.2. y is s-admissible at i $f Vj< i y is s-admissible at j 
Proof ( = ) Obvious. 
( =E. ) Suppose 3j, j< i, 7 = Eo--+mo EI -.jm’ .. * is not s-admissible at j. 
Then Vk>j, Zipa k, P(Ej) n LP(Ep) # 0. Hence, Vk > i, 3p > k, 
P(Ej) n LP(Ep) # 0. However, P(Ej) is finite. Hence, 3~ E P(Ej) such that 
Vk > i, 3p 2 k, u g LP(Ep). From Corollary 8.10 we also have that u E P(Ei). 
Hence, y is not s-admissible at i. 
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The proof of Lemma 6.3 is very similar to that of Lemma 5.3 and so we 
omit it. 
LEMMA 6.5. i. Zf LP(E)#@ then vT~seq(P(E)) 3F, m, E-+7 F. 
ii. Zf E -+h FT--+k G then E -+$ F. 
ProojY i. Let u be the first label in T which is also in LP(E). By Lem- 
ma 8.l.ii, 3m, F, E-4” F, and u +! LAB(F). Hence, U$ P(F). Clearly, 
E-+7 F. 
ii. Immediate consequence of the definition of a T-step. 
THEOREM 6.1. A CCS execution sequence is strong-admissible $f it is a 
sequence associated with an s-sequence. 
ProojY ( e ) Let 6 be the s-sequence 
Let Ti(j) denote thejth element of the queue Ti. 
If u = T;(j), for some i and j, then 
(a) either u$Set(Ti+I) or u=T;+,(j’) withj’<j; t*J 
(b) if u=Ti+,(j’) and uELP(Ek) for some k, ki<k<ki+, 
then j <j. 
Part (a) follows immediately from the definition of s-sequence 
(Definition 6.6): in Ti + I the “new” processes, i.e., those not in T,, are 
placed after the “old” ones, i.e., those already in Ti, Given this fact, part (b) 
follows from the min-condition: as u is in P(Ek,) n LP(Ek) and it is still 
present in P(Ek,+ ,), then a process which precedes u in Ti must contribute 
to the move Ek ---J”~ Ek + , . 
From (*)(b), arguing by contradiction, one easily obtains 
If for some i, Vj > i, u E Set( T;) then %, vj 2 k u $ LP(Ej). (* *) 
The result follows by contradiction from (**). 
Suppose the sequence is associated to 6 is not strong admissible. Then 
3u, Vi, 3j 2 i, u E LP(Ej). As LP(Ej) z P(Ei), Ii’, Vj > i, u e P(Ej), by 
Corollary 8.9. Hence Vj 3 i’, u E Set( Tj). From (**) above we get 3k, Vj> k, 
u F$ LP(Ej). But this is a contradiction. 
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( * ) The proof is by construction. Suppose 8 is strong-admissible. 
Then, by Lemma 6.3, d is s-admissible at & Vz’a 0. 
As 6 is s-admissible at 0, Ylk > 0 such that Vj > k, P(Eo) n LP(Ej) = @. 
Let kI be the least such k. We delme T0 s.t. 
By Lemma 3.2.iii, we know that if 0 < i < k, then jui st. Us E LP(Ei) and 
u~+!P(E~+~). Let UO=~O~l... uk,-i and To=(Uo~P(Eo)). R,,, where R. is 
any queue in Seq( P( &) - Set( UJ). Clearly, 
Moreover, if T’, = To lP(Ek,) and u E Set( T’,) then u $ LP(Ej) for all j > kI, 
by definition of kI. (This is why R. is freely chosen; its element will not 
play any role.) 
As 6 is also s-admissible at kI , 3k 2 kI, Vj > k, I’( Ek,) n LP( Ej) = @. Let 
k2 be the least such k. DeIine U, analogously to UO. (Note that 
Set(T{)n Set(U,)= 0.) Let T, = T’, (UI ~f%%,,~b~~~ where 
RL l Seq(P(Ek,) - Set( Ti. U,))-freely chosen as Ro. Clearly, 
In general, having reached Ek, we select Ek,+, and define c, Ui, R,, and Ti 
by analogy with T,, UI, RI, T,. 
THEOREM 6.8, E --$ F iff E a’+ F. 
ProoJ By induction on /g = length of A: 
(*I 
lg = 1. Then h = m and by delinition of T-step, E--P’ F and 
T= v~... u~uT’ with n > 0 and u, ,..., u,, $ U(E) and u g U’(E) and u # P(F). 
That is, Hd( TrLP(E)) n P(F) = 0. Thus, E =F F follows by shift rule. 
lg > 1. Then h = km and E---P~ G T -+m F for some G. By Lem- 
ma 6.5.ii, E--P% G. Hence by induction hypothesis, E a$ G. Since 
E--+kGr-+m F, by min condition, Vu E P(E) n LP(G), jv, v s +, and 
0 $ P(F). The result follows by Trans rule. 
lg = 1. Then h = m and E 57 F. However, E -7 F must have been 
inferred from E-4” F, using the Shift rule and Hd( TrLP(E))t$ P(F). 
Hence, min condition holds and so E---NT F. 
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lg>l. Then h=km and E *$ F. This must have been inferred by 
the Trans rule. Hence, E *$G and G--+“‘F for some G with 
Vu(,Y(G)n P(E)), 30, v s+ v u$P(F). By induction hypothesis, 
E -4: G. And by condition on Trans rule, E -+p F. 
As in the case of Theorem 5.9, Theorem 6.9 follows straightforwardly 
from Theorem 6.8 and the defmitions. 
Proof of Lemma 7.1 
LEMMA 7.1. [f B s LP( E) and E -+$ FO then E -$ FO is admissible- 
closed, 
PIYKI$ Let b = ,E -+h FO -4’0 F, --+mi . . . be a weak-admissible 
sequence. Clearly, di = Fj--+ml Fi+ , -+“‘I+’ . . . is weak-admissible for any i. 
Let C= LP(E) - B. Two subcases arise: 
i. C= 0. Then E--+ipcE, FO. By Theorem 5.9 there exists a 
WFCCS sequence FO --+20 F,, -2, . . with B, = LP(F$) corresponding 
to &,. Hence, Ed& FO ---$ Fi, --+2, . . corresponds to 6. 
ii. C# 0. Since & is nl-admissible at I, 3j> 1 such that 
LP(F,)n ... n LP( Fj) = 0. Hence, clearly, Cn LP(F,)n ... n 
LP( F,) = @. Let Ck = { zx u E C and u $ LP(Fk)} for 1 < k <j. Hence, using 
repeated applications of the Trans rule, we can infer 
B u C, u Cl u v C, 
Clearly, B v C, v . v C, = LP(E). As before, by Theorem 5.9 there exists 
a WFCCS sequence Fi--$ Fi-$, “. with Bi = LP(4) and 
B,, = LP(F,,) corresponding to dj. Hence E -~?F,“‘J -I Fi -2 Fl 
-23, .. corresponds to 6. 
CONCLUSION 
We have offered a strong and a weak fair CCS. Both fair calculi are 
given by adding two new rules to the standard CCS rules. Unlike other 
approaches for generating the admissible sequences under weak fairness 
our weak fair calculus does not involve predictive choice. This is because 
we have a local formulation of admissibility. However, we have not found a 
local account of admissibility under strong fairness and, thus, our strong 
fair CCS calculus does involve predictive choice. (Using the notions of w 
and s-admissibility introduced in Sections 5 and 6 one of the authors has 
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given a metric characterization of the weak and strong admissible sequen- 
ces (Costa, 1985).) 
The lack of predictive choice is especially relevant when considering 
equivalences (or preorders) induced by the weak fair calculus. The stan- 
dard CCS bisimulation equivalence does not fully take into account infinite 
behaviours of processes and therefore cannot cope with the issue of fair- 
ness. Refinements of bisimulation equivalence which overcome this have 
been given in Hennessy (1984, 1983) and in a slightly different framework 
in Darondeau and Kott (1983). These refinements take into account 
infinitary behaviour. In contrast, we have preliminary results showing, that 
using our calculus, similar equivalences to (Hennessy, 1984; Milner, 1981) 
arise which only appeal to the finite behaviors of processes. 
A further development is to connect our method with modal and tense 
logic approaches to fairness. Although fairness assumptions can be clearly 
expressed in tense logic (see, for instance, Gabbay et al., 1980; Owicki and 
Lamport, 1982) it is standard when analysing concurrent programs to 
assume fairness as an additional tense logic axiom. In contrast, we have 
begun to develop logics where formulas expressing fairness can be derived 
rather than assumed. These logics are based on Hennessy and Milner’s 
modal logic for CCS (Hennessy and Milner, 1985). An alternative exten- 
sion of this logic which takes fairness into account is given in Hennessy and 
Stirling (1984). 
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